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0. Introduction. The present paper is concerned with real-valued meas-

ures which enjoy the property of finite additivity but not necessarily the

property of countable additivity. Our interest in such measures arose from

two sources. First, the junior author has been concerned with the space of all

finitely additive complex measures on a certain family of sets, which under

certain conditions can be made into an algebra over the complex numbers.

Second, both of us were informed by S. Kakutani of a result similar to our

Theorem 1.23, the proof given by Kakutani being different from ours. The

problem of characterizing finitely additive measures in some specific way

occurred to us as being quite natural, and this problem we have succeeded

in solving under fairly general conditions (Theorem 1.22).

The body of the paper is divided into four sections. In §1, we consider

finitely additive measures in a reasonably general context, obtaining first a

characterization of such measures in terms of a countably additive part and

a purely finitely additive part. Purely finitely additive measures are then

characterized explicitly. In §2, we extend the theorem of Fichtenholz and

Kantorovic [i](l) and thereby characterize the general bounded linear

functional on the Banach space of bounded measurable functions on a gen-

eral measurable space. In §3, we consider a number of phenomena which

appear in the special case of the real number system. Here we exhibit a

number of finitely additive measures which have undeniably curious prop-

erties. In §4, we describe connections between our finitely additive measures

and certain countably additive Borel measures defined on a special class of

compact Hausdorff spaces. We are indebted to Professor S. Kakutani for

comments on and improvements in the results obtained.

Throughout the present paper, the symbol R designates the real number

system, and points are denoted by lower-case Latin letters, sets by capital

Latin letters, families of sets by capital script letters. Sets of functions

are denoted by capital German letters. For any set X and any A CZX, the

characteristic function of A is denoted by \a-

1. General finitely additive measures.

1.1 Definition. Let X be an abstract set, and let M be a family of sub-

sets of X closed under the formation of finite unions and of complements. Let

"M be the smallest family of sets containing Vît and closed under the forma-

tion of countable unions and of complements.
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1.2 Definition. Let 0 be a single-valued function defined on M such

that

1.2.1 - oo < ¿(A) < + cc foralMGM,

1.2.2 <b(0) = 0,

1.2.3 sup  | 4>(A) | < + cc,

1.2.4 <t>(A KJ B) = <t>(A) + <b(B)        for all A, B G M such that A C\ B =0.

Then <£ is said to be a finitely additive measure on M.. The set of all such

measures for fixed X and 9KÍ is denoted by the symbol <b(X, M.).

1.3 Note. We restrict all measures considered to be only finite, partly for

simplicity of proofs and partly because the applications envisaged deal ex-

clusively with finite measures. A number of the results of §1 can be proved

for measures assuming infinite values, but the proofs involve a number of

complications.

1.4 Note. Throughout the present section, we shall be concerned only

with a single $(X, 5VÍ) and hence shall use the symbol $ to denote $(X, Vit).

1.5 Note. One cannot prove 1.2.3 from 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.4. Let

X= {1, 2, 3, • • ■ , n, ■ ■ ■ }, let ^"„i an be a convergent but not absolutely

convergent series, and let Tïi consist of finite sets and their complements.

Then if <j>(A)= Z^Ela an ^or a^ AÇ^M, one sees immediately that 1.2.3 is

violated while 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.4 are satisfied.

1.6 Definition. Let \p be an element of i> such that for every sequence

M»}B"=iC5W such that 40^2D ■ ■ O^nD • • • and n«=i^» = 0, we have
lim„^œ if/(An) =0. Then \p is said to be countably additive.

1.7 Theorem. A measure y of i> is countably additive if and only if, for

every sequence {En\ñ=iCM of pairwise disjoint sets such that U™=1 E„£7aí, the

equality y(U"=1£„) = XX i 7(-En) obtains.

The proof is simple and is omitted.

1.8 Theorem. Let \p be any countably additive measure. Then \p admits a

unique extension fy over the family *M which is countably additive on Víí.

This result is proved in [6, p. 54, Theorem A].

We now consider general properties of the set of measures i>.

1.8a Note. As G. Birkhoff has shown (see [2, p. 185]), any measure in

i> can be extended over ÜÍÍ so as to remain finitely additive. However, unique-

ness is often not obtainable. For example, let N0 be a countably infinite set,

and let J be all subsets of N0 which are finite or have finite complements.

7 is then the algebra of all subsets of No- The measure it such that tt(A) is 0

or 1 as A or A' is finite is obviously finitely additive. Its extensions over J

can be identified with the finite Borel measures on the space ßNo^NO ; and
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there are 22^o such measures. For any completely regular space X, the

space ßX is a compact Hausdorff space such that X is a dense subspace of ßX

and every bounded continuous real-valued function on X has a continuous

extension over ßX. (See [8, pp. 64-67] and [16, p. 59].)

1.9 Theorem. For arbitrary (/>£<$ and a£i?, let the set-function a<p be de-

fined by the relation (a<p) (E) —a-(p(E) for all 2££iM. For arbitrary <p, 7£<£,

let the set-function <p-\-y be defined by the relation (4>+y) (E) =<p(E)-\-y(E) for

all EÇzSXl. Under these definitions, <$ is a linear space.

This result being very simple, we omit the proof.

1.10 Definition. For an arbitrary <j>(E$, we write <£S:0 if the inequality

(¡>(E) ̂ 0 is valid for all 7££í7ií. For arbitrary <p and yG.&, we write <p¿y if

y-cp^0.

1.11 Theorem. Under the partial ordering 1.10, the space d> is a lattice.

For arbitrary <p and tG^, the measure <p/\y is defined by the relation

1.11.1 (0 A y)(E) =        inf       (0(7) + y(E í\ T')),

for all EÇ^Vït. The measure 4>\/y is defined by the relation

1.11.2 4> Vy = - ((-4>) A (-7)).

For a proof of this result, see [3, p. 319].

1.12 Theorem. Let tj> be an arbitrary element of 4>. Writing cj>\/0 as <t>+

and (—</>)V0 as $_, we have the relations <p=<p+—<p- and <p+/\<f>_ = Q.

This result is obvious from 1.11.

Theorem 1.12 permits us in many cases to confine our attention to non-

negative measures (/>£4>. We now define a class of finitely additive measures

which are, so to say, as unlike countably additive measures as possible.

1.13 Definition. Let ^ be a measure in 4? such that O^cp. If every

countably additive measure \p such that 0 ^i¡/ = 4>ls identically zero, then <j> is

said to be purely finitely additive. If </>£<£ and both <p+ and <p- are purely

finitely additive, then <£ is said to be purely finitely additive.

We now describe a number of properties possessed by countably additive

and purely finitely additive measures.

1.14 Theorem. Let fa and fa be countably additive. Then fa+fa, faAfa,
and fa\/fa are also countably additive. If \p is countably additive and «£/?,

then œp is countably additive.

The assertions made about fa-\-fa and cop are immediate consequences of

1.9 and 1.6. Consider now faAfa- Let {^4„}™_1 be any decreasing sequence of

elements of M such that fllT-i ̂ 4n = 0. Since (fa A fa) (A n) ̂ min (fa(A„),
fa(An)), it follows from 1.6 that lim inf„^M (faAfa)(An) ^0. Assume that
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lim inf„„„ (faAfa)(A„) <0. Then there exists a real number r<0 and a se-

quence of positive integers Wi<w2< ■ ■ ■ <nk< ■ • • such that (faAfa)(Ank)

<t (*-l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ). By 1.11.1, there exist sets T„t such that Tnt£.9tt,

TnkCAnh, and fa(Tnk)+fa(Anicr\T^)<t (k = i, 2, 3, • • •)■ For all *, then,

fa(T„k) <t/2 or fa(A„kr\Tll¡) <t/2. This obviously implies that an infinite
subsequence of at least one of the sequences {fa(T„k)} ™=1 and

[fa(Ankr\Tnt)}ñ-i consists entirely of numbers less than t/2. Since flt'-i^'»*

= C\k-i(Anki~^Tnk) =0, this contradicts the hypothesis that \pi and fa are

countably additive, and establishes the fact that lim inf«.^ (faAfa)(An)^0.

We may now infer that lim,,^ (fa Afa) (A n) =0 and that faAfa is countably

additive. The fact that fa\/fa is countably additive now follows from 1.11.2

and the fact that — \p is countably additive if \p is.

1.15 Theorem. Let <j> (E4> have the property that for certain countably additive

measures fa, fa, the inequality fa^<p^fa obtains. Then <p is countably additive.

Considering <p—fa and noting that if 4> — fa is countably additive, then so

is 4>, we reduce the present theorem to the case 1^1 = 0. Then, if {.4b}".,! is

any decreasing sequence of sets in "M such that (!"_! An = 0, the inequalities

0 ̂ cp(An) èfa(A„) are evident; by 1.6, lim«..«, fa(An)=0, and hence

lining», 4>(An) =0. Again by 1.6, it follows that <p is countably additive.

1.16 Theorem. Let <¡> be a non-negative measure in "3?. Then <p is purely

finitely additive if and only if <j> A'P = 0 for all non-negative countably additive

measures fa

Suppose that <j> is purely finitely additive. Then, if yÇJ& and 0^7^, y

is countably additive, by 1.15, and if also O^y^qb, 1.13 shows that 7 = 0.

Hence <£A^ = 0. Conversely, if </>A^ = 0 for all countably additive i/'^O, it

follows at once that d> is purely finitely additive.

1.17 Theorem. Let tti and tt2 be purely finitely additive. Then 7Ti+7t2,

7riW2, and iriA^ are also purely finitely additive. If-k is purely finitely additive

and a£i?, then air is purely finitely additive.

Consider first the case iri, ir2^0. To show that 7ri+7r2 is purely finitely

additive, it suffices, in view of 1.16, to prove (7ri+7r2) A>A = 0 for all countably

additive fa^O. Thus for all ££!7äf, we must compute the number

(tti + tt2) A faE) = inf [tti(A) + tt2(A) + faE C\ A')].
ACE.AG'M

Let éi, e2, e{, and e2' be arbitrary positive real numbers. Then, since

iriA^ = iT2A>/' = 0, there exist sets Au A2CE (Au i¡GíM) such that tti(Ai)

<eu 7r2(42)<e2, xP(A{)<e{, faAÍXeí. Then Tn^n^+Tr^n^)

+fa(A{ yJAÍ)^£)^€i+e2+ei +e2' ; as this sum may be made arbitrarily

small, it follows that (7Ti+7r2) A^ = 0, and that iri+7T2 is purely finitely addi-
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tive. The case wi, ir2 arbitrary follows immediately. If 7Ti, 7t2 are purely

finitely additive, then (irA/Q) and (iv2\/Ç)) are also. Since (tti+t^)VO^TiVO

+7r2V0, and since we have just proved that 7riV0+xsV0 is purely finitely ad-

ditive, we infer that (7ri+ir2) VO is also. By an identical argument, we show that

— ((7Ti+ir2)A0) = (— Ti — 7T2)V0 is purely finitely additive; hence 7ri+7T2 is

also. If 7Ti, 7r2^0, then 0á7riAT2áxiV?r2^7ri+7r2. xhese inequalities make it

obvious that 7TiA?r2 and 7TiV7t2 are purely finitely additive. For arbitrary

n, tt2, we note that (7riV7r2) V0 = (.7nV0) V (tt2 V0) and (7nW2)A0

= (7TiA0)V(ir2A0). This reduces the case of arbitrary iri, ir2 to non-negative

7Ti, 7T2. The final statement of the theorem is established by computing

inf [air(A) + faE n A')],
ace.aeM

which is obviously 0 for irïïO, if \p is countably additive, and in general by

writing air as air+ — a7T_.

1.18 Theorem. A non-negative measure </>£<£ is purely finitely additive if

and only if, for every non-negative countably additive \p, every A ÇlM, and every

a,ß>0, there exists a set Tsuck that TCZA, TÇ^Vït, fa[T) <a, andcb(Ar\T') <ß.

This observation follows immediately from 1.16 and 1.11.1.

We now obtain another characterization of purely finitely additive meas-

ures in a restricted case.

1.19 Theorem. Suppose that 5W = 5W. Let ir be any non-negative purely

finitely additive measure and let \p be any non-negative countably additive measure.

Then for every positive real number e, there exists a set A Çi"M such that w(A')

= 0 and fa(A) <«.

For A, a, ß, and Pas in 1.18, we have, taking0 of 1.18 to be the measure

7T   now   under   consideration,   Tf(T)-\-ir(TT^\A) =t(A);   hence   tt(T)=tt(A)

— ir(TT^A) >tt(A) — ß. Now let e be any positive real number and let

{e„}™=1 be any sequence of positive real numbers such that Z*-i «»<«• Next,

consider the set X itself and let D\ be a set in M such that ir(Di) <w(X)/2

and \p(D{)<6i. Let D{ be denoted by the symbol Ai. Then w(Ai) >tt(X)/2

and \f/(Ai)<ei. Now consider the set A[. By 1.18, there exists a subset 7>2

of A{ such that D2<EM, tt(D2) <w(A{)/2, and faDiC\A{) <e2. Plainly,
Tv(Dir\A()>Tt(A{)/2. Write D{ C\A{ as A2. We then have tt(.42)

^tt(A{)/2 and fa(A2) <e2. It is also clear that ir(AiKJA2) =tt(Ai)-t-it(A2)

>Tr(Ai)+Tr(A{)/2=T(Ai)+[T(X)-Tr(Ai)]/2=Tr(X)/2 + 7r(Ai)/2>ir(X)/2

+7t(A^)/4. Suppose now that disjoint sets A1, • • • , An in M have been found

such that w(Ai\J • • • \JAn)= ¿J., r(4<)2 ZS-i 2-iTr(X) = (i-2-)w(X)
and fa(Ai\J ■ • ■ ̂ JAn) <«i+ • ■ • +e„. There exists a set 7>n+1£í7¡í such that

Dn+iC(AiKJ ■ ■ ■ yJA„y, such that ir(7J>„+1)<7r((ylAJ . . . \JAn)')/2 and

f(Dn+1r\(AAJ ■ ■ ■ UAn)')«n+i. Writing Z>;+,n(i4AJ • • ■ VJAn)' as An+i,
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we immediately see that ir(An+i) >ir((Ai'U ■ ■ ■ \JAn)')/2 and fa(An+l)

<€n+i. We next observe that 7r(4AJ • • • \JAn+i) =ir(Ai<J ■ ■ ■ KJAn)

+ 7f(An+i) > w(Ai U - • ■ \JAn) + tt(Ai U . • . U An)'/l à (1 - 2-M.X)
+ (l-2-")7r(Z)/2 = (l-2-("+1')x(X). It is also obvious that fa(AAJ • • •

W^4n+i) < Zn¿l €>- By finite induction, therefore, we may produce a countable

sequence {.4„}„°=1 of pairwise disjoint sets in Vit enjoying, for all n, the prop-

erties just described. Now write U"_i Anas A. We have ir(A) > (1 — 2~n)ir(X),

for n — 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , and hence tt(^4) =tt(X), tt(A') =0. Since ^ is countably

additive, we have fa(A) = XXi lAG4») < XX i «b<«.
1.20 Note. Theorem 1.19 may fail if Vit^Vit. To see this, consider

the following example. Let X be the half-open interval [0, 1) and let Vit be

the smallest algebra of sets which contains all intervals [a, ß)=E[t; t(ER,

a^Kß]. Let a> be Lebesgue's singular measure constructed on the Cantor

set, which we denote by the symbol C (see [14, pp. 100-101 ]), and let X be

ordinary Lebesgue measure. One may of course define the measure w to be

countably additive on a class of sets much larger than Vit; certainly co, with

its domain restricted to Vit, is a countably additive measure assuming only

values between 0 and 1.

Now, let / be any number such that O^/^l. We shall prove later

(Theorem 4.1) that there exists a purely finitely additive measure f( on the

(r-algebra of all X-measurable subsets of [0, l] such that f¡ assumes only the

values 0 and 1, f ¡(N) = 0 if \(N) = 0, and f ¡(7) = 1 if 7 is any open interval con-

taining/. Let {h, ■ ■ • , tn, ■ ■ ■ \ be any dense subset of C. (The complement

is relative to [0, 1).) Let £= ^Z™.! 2~n^t„- It is easy to see that £ is a purely

finitely additive measure on the a-algebra of all X-measurable sets and that £

remains purely finitely additive when its domain is restricted to 9Si. Now

consider any set A in 5W such that £(4) = 1. A clearly must contain every

point tn. Thus A 0{<i, ■ • • , tn, ■ ■ ■ }-= C'~= [0, 1). Since A =U*_i [ait ßi),

A~= Uj_! [ai, ßi], and this implies that A' is a finite set. However, the only

finite set in Tit is void. Therefore A = [0, 1) and o)(A) = 1. This example shows

that 1.19 may fail if Tst^Tit. We note also a generalized form of 1.19.

1.21 Theorem. Suppose that 7JÍ = 7äC. Let <p and y be elements o/i» such that

</>A7 = 0. Let a and ß be arbitrary positive numbers. Then there exists a set

A £!M such that <p(A) <a and y(A') <ß. If <p is countably additive, then y(A')

can be made zero. If <p and y are both countably additive, then <f>(A) and 7(^4')

can both be made zero.

The first two assertions are essentially proved in 1.11 and 1.19. The third

can be obtained in much the same way as 1.19, and we omit the proof.

The hypothesis that Vît = Vit is essential in the third assertion of 1.21. Using

the same X, Vit, and co as in 1.20, consider the measure X. Both X and w are

countably additive on Vit, and plainly XAw = 0. However, one can clearly find

no set A Gesuch that a(A) =\(A') =0.
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1.22 Theorem. Let Vit = Vá. Then if ir is purely finitely additive and not

less than 0 and \p is countably additive and not less than 0, there exists a decreasing

sequence Bx, B2, • • • , Bn, ■ ■ ■ of elements of Vit such that limn..«, \f/(Bn)=0

and Tr(Bn) =w(X) (n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ). Conversely, if c6(Ei> and the above condi-

tions hold for all countably additive fa then <p is purely finitely additive.

According to 1.18, there exists a set Cn(E.Vit such that w(Cn) =ir(X) and

faCn)<l/n (» = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ). Putting Bn = C\ti d, we find faBn)^fa\Cn)
<l/n and ir(B¿) ^,ir(C{)+ ■ • • +tt(C¿ ) =0. Hence ir(Bn) =ir(X). The con-

verse is virtually obvious; if c6 satisfies the conditions enunciated, and if \p

is countably additive, thenc6A'A = 0; and by 1.16, <p is purely finitely additive.

Every </>£$ can be written uniquely as the sum of a countably additive

part and a purely finitely additive part. We consider several cases.

1.23 Theorem. Let <p be a measure in i> such that 0^<6. Then there exist

measures 4>c and <pp in "3? such that 0gc6c, QÚ4>P, 4>c is countably additive, <pp is

purely finitely additive, and c6 = c/>c + c6j>.

Let r be the set of all countably additive measures y in $ such that

1.24.1 0 ^ 7 ^ 0.

Let the real number a be defined by the relation

1.24.2 a =  sup y(X).

It is obvious that 0¿a^<p(X) < + <». Select any sequence {7«} "_x of elements

of T such that limn.« yn(X)=a. Let f„ be defined as 71V72V ■ ■ ■ V7b,

for w = l, 2, 3, • • • . As proved in 1.14, yn is countably additive. Using 1.8,

we extend all of the measures 7b over the family of sets Vit, on which they are

countably additive; we retain the symbol yn to denote this extended measure.

It is clear that 71^70^ • • -^7n= ■ • • and that accordingly, for all EGVit,

the number lim„JM yn(E) exists and is finite. Let <f>c(E) =lim„.0O 7n(7i), for

all EÇzVït. It follows from a theorem of Nikodym [13], often referred to as the

Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, thatc/>c, with its domain restricted to Vit, is a count-

ably additive measure in <I>. We now define <pv as d)—<j>c- It is obvious that

c6p is a non-negative measure in <ï>, and we need only show that <j>p is purely

finitely additive. Suppose that fa^zQ satisfies the inequalities 0^\¡/¿<t>—<l>c

and is countably additive. Then c6c^i/'+c6c^c6. If fa^O, then ^(X)>0, and

accordingly (fa-\-(pc)(X)><pc(X)=a. This is an obvious contradiction, and

cip is therefore purely finitely additive.

1.24 Theorem. Let <p be any measure in 3>. Then <p can be uniquely written

as the sum of a countably additive measure c6c and a purely finitely additive

measure <pP.

Write $ as <p+—0_.  By  1.23, c6+ =<t>î +<pp   and <p- = <p~+<t>p-  Then <j>
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= (<Pc~ <^r) + (^— 4>v)- By 1.14, <f>7 — 4>7 is countably additive, and by 1.17,
<f>p —<p~ is purely finitely additive. To prove uniqueness, suppose that x< are

purely finitely additive, ■pt are countably additive (i=i, 2), and that •zri + i/'i

= TT2-r-fa- Then fa — fa = ir2 — iri, and by 1.17, (ir2~wi)\/0 is purely finitely
additive. Thus (ir2 — 7Ti)V0 = (^i — fa)V0, and as (^i-^VO is countably

additive, we have (^i-WV0 = 0. Similarly, (fa — fa)\/0 = 0, and it follows
that \pi = fa. This implies naturally that 7Ti = 7r2 also.

1.25 Note. A result related to 1.24 has been announced by Woodbury

[18].
2. The space 8» and its conjugate space.

2.1 Definition. Let T be any set, and let Vit be a family of subsets of X

closed under the formation of countable unions and of complements. Let

?{ be a proper subfamily of Vit closed under the formation of countable

unions and having the additional property that N(E?{, ACT, and AdN

imply AÇ:?{. For an ifrf-measurable real-valued function x(t) on T, let \\x\\x,

the ess sup of |x|, be the infimum of the set of numbers a such that

E[t; \x(t)\ <a](EH, if this set is nonvoid. Otherwise let ||x||«,= + °°.

2.2 Theorem. Let 8M(P, Jit, N) be the space obtained from the space of all

measurable real-valued functions on T with finite norm || -\\x by identifying two

functions x and x' if \\x — x'\| M = 0. With the usual definitions of sum, multiplica-

tion by real numbers, and norm, 2X(T, Vit, J\Q is a real Banach space.

This result is well known and is stated merely for completeness. We write

8M for 2X(T, Vit, J<[) where no ambiguity is possible.

We now generalize a theorem of Fichtenholz and Kantorovic and Hilde-

brandt [4] and [9], obtaining the general bounded linear functional [l, p.

27], on 8»- The set of all such functionals is denoted by %Z-

2.3 Theorem. Let F be a real-valued functional defined on 8«> such that

2.3.1 F(x + y) = F(x) + F(y) for all x, y G 8.,

2.3.2 F(ax) = aF(x) for all a G R and x G 8»,

2.3.3 | F(x) | g ^4||x||M, for some A ^ 0 and all x G 8«,.

Then there exists a finitely additive measure <p on Vit, in the sense of 1.2, such that

2.3.4 F(x) =   fx(t)d4>(t)

for all xG8„o, and such that c6(A)=0 if A'G^i- Conversely, if <j> is a finitely

additive measure on Vit, in the sense of 1.2, such that <p(N) =0 for all AGN,

then 2.3A defines a bounded linear functional on 8«- For F and <b as in 2.3.4,

we have \\F\\ =<p+(T)+<p-(T) = |cè| (T).

We first note that the integral in 2.3.4 is to be interpreted just as if c6
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were a countably additive measure and 2.3.4 were a Lebesgue integral. The

standard proofs for existence, additivity, homogeneity, and positivity (for

c6^0) can be carried out almost exactly as they are, for example, in [17,

pp. 332-337]. The only change required is to replace the lower and upper

bounds of x(t) respectively by ess inf x(t) =supremum of real numbers a such

that E[t; tÇ_T, x(i)<a]£?i and ess sup x(/)=infimum of real numbers ß

such that E[t;tET, x(t) >ß]GK

Starting, then, with a bounded linear functional on 8», we consider a

general set E^Vit and the characteristic function xe- Plainly, X-eG8„, and

||x^||oo = 0 or 1 as TiG^i or TiG^i- 1° either case, we apply the functional F to

Xe, obtaining

2.3.5 F(XE) = <p(E).

It is obvious that </>(£) is a real number for all ECM. From 2.3.1, it is clear

that <p is finitely additive on Vit, and from 2.3.3 that \<f>(E) | ^A for all EÇzVit.

Now let x(t) be an arbitrary element of 8«, let a = ess inf x(t), and let b

= ess sup x(t). Let A{ = E[t; <G7\ n^1[(n — i)a+ib]^x(t)<n~1[(n — i—í)a

+ (i+í)b]] (i = 0, 1,2, • • • , n-2) and let A^^E^; t<ET, n~'[(n-\)b+a]

^x(t)^b]. LetP„= Z i"=o»_1[(M — i)a+ib]xAi- It is obvious that||P« — x\\„

^«-1(&-a).HenceP(x)=lim„,00P(P„)=limB,M Zl-¿n~l[(n-i)a + ib]<p(Ai)

= JTx(t)d(p(t). Thus F has the integral representation 2.3.4 as asserted. The

converse, of course, is simple : any finitely additive <p of the kind described pro-

duces a functional satisfying 2.3.1—2.3.3. We now consider the norm ||F||

= suPll*ll«<i ¡F(x)|. Writing the finitely additive ci> which corresponds to F

as <t>+—4>- and noting that 0+Ac6- = O, we find for every e>0 a subset A of

T such that <t>+(A')<e,4>-(A) <e (see Theorem 1.21). Let g = x.4 -JW- Plainly

gG8«„ and ||g|U^l. (If <M0, (|g|U = l.) Consider

F(g) =   f g(t)d<t>+(t) -   f g(t)d^(t)

= r g(t)d<i>+(t) + r g(t)d<t>+(t) - r g(t)d<t>-(t) - f git)d<p-it)
Ja J a' Ja J A'

= <b+(A) - 4>+(A') - *_{A) + <P-(A') > <j>+(A) + 4>-(A') - 2*

> <b+(A) + 4>-U) + 4>+(A') + 4>4A') - 4e = | <p \ (A) + | * | (A') - 4e

= | ¿(T) | - 4€.

From this reckoning, it follows that \\f\\ à \<t>\ (T). On the other hand, let

x(t)&K and let \\x\\„ be gl. Then£[/;/G7\ \x(t)\ >l]G^,and \/Tx(t)d4>(t)\

= \fr max [min (x(t), 1), — 1 ]<&/>(/) |. It is thus no restriction to suppose that

\x(t)\ gl for allí G P. Then

J   x(t)d4>(t)\ =     f x(t)d4+(t) -   j  x(t)d<p-(t)
\ J T i J T J T
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¿     Í x(t)d<t>+(t)   +    Í  x(l)d<t>-(t)

á*+(r) + *_(r) = 1*1 00.

We have therefore proved that ||p|| = \<b\ (T).

Provided with the information that finitely additive measures on Vit arc

identifiable with linear functions on 8», in accordance with 2.2, we are

able to prove the existence of large numbers of purely finitely additive

measures on Vit. It may very well be the case, of course, that no countably

additive measures other than 0 exist on Vit. (For a discussion of this matter,

and further references, see [2, pp. 185-187].) In this case, every finitely addi-

tive measure on Vit is purely finitely additive.

The Hahn-Banach theorem of course shows that there exist finitely addi-

tive measures not equal to 0 on Vit. Thus:

2.4 Theorem. Let x(t) be any element of 8«, such that \\x\\x>Q and let a

be any real number. Then there exists a finitely additive measure 4> on Vit such

that fTx(t)d<p(t) =a.

Using a result somewhat more refined than the Hahn-Banach theorem,

we can prove somewhat more.

2.5 Theorem. Let x be an element of 8M such that \\x\\„ >0 and ess inf x(t)

^ 0. Let a be any non-negative real number. Then there exists a finitely additive

measure <j> on Vit such that <ps^0 and frx(t)d<j>(t) =a.

A result of M. G. Kreïn (see [12, Theorem 1.1 ]) is applied here. The con-

ditions imposed on * imply that there exists a positive real number, say 5,

such that E0 = E[t, t£.T, x(t)>d] GN- The space © of all ^-measurable

real-valued functions of the form y-XE0, where yG8»i obviously forms a

Banach space, under the algebraic operations and norm of 8». Let ty denote

the set of all z(E<gi such that ess inf z(t) ^0. It is clear that xxe0 is an interior

element of the set ^)3, and that "iß is a linear semigroup in the sense of Kreïn.

The linear subspace {axxE0}a^R of © has the obvious linear functional

f(a-x-XE„) = a-a.

According to Kreïn's theorem, / admits an extension F over all of © such

that F(p)^0 for all pGty. We apply 2.3 to the space © and the functional

F in an obvious way, and find that F(y) =fE„y(t)d<j>(t) for a finitely additive

<p defined on all Í7¡í-measurable subsets of E0. For A G5W and A CE0, we have

0^F(xa) =<t>(A), and hence <p is non-negative. For arbitrary AÇ.Vit, let

4>(A) =<j>(AC\Eo). This <t> clearly satisfies all conditions of the present

theorem.

In our further investigations (§3), we require the following result.

2.6 Theorem. Let <f> be any measure in 8t(7\ Vit, AfJ. Then <f> is purely
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finitely additive as a measure on Vit if and only if 4>+A^=<t>-A^ = 0 for all

countably additive measures \J/ in 8* (T, Vit, ?ty which are not less than 0.

The sufficiency being obvious, consider a measure <p satisfying the condi-

tion stated. Then, plainly, any finitely additive measure y such that 0^7

S4>+ must vanish for all sets in JS[; and the conditions stated then imply that

<j>+ is purely finitely additive in the sense of 1.13. <j>- ¡s treated similarly.

3. The real line. We here consider finitely additive measures on R, applying

results of §§1 and 2 to this special case. All of the results of the present section

can be extended by obvious devices to «-dimensional Euclidean space Rn;

others admit extensions to more or less arbitrary topological spaces. To avoid

technical complications, we confine ourselves to R. Throughout the present

section, we denote the family of Lebesgue measurable sets in R by j(\, the

family of sets of Lebesgue measure zero by Z, and by X a fixed countably

additive measure on J^ such that0gX(£) gl for all EG=C X(2?) = 1, and such

that X(£)=0 if and only if £GZ. (For example, \(E) could be taken as

Tr~ll2fEe~'2dt.) In the present section, we denote the space 8M(7^, jQ,, Z) simply

by %<o(R). We refer to 8* (R) either as a space of functionals or of finitely

additive measures.

We first characterize the measures in 8* (R) which are purely finitely addi-

tive.

3.1 Theorem. Let <p be any measure in 8*(i?). Then <p is purely finitely

additive if and only if there exists a monotone decreasing sequence Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ ,

An, ■ ■ ■ of sets in J^ such that lim„^„ X(^4„)=0 and such that \<p\(A¿)=0

(« = 1,2,3, ■••)'.

The necessity follows from 1.22, since £ is certainly a c-algebra, and since

X is countably additive. Sufficiency is proved as follows. Let \p be any finite-

valued countably additive measure on /^ (not necessarily absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to X) such that \<p\ ̂ fa^O. Then \p(AT)=0 necessarily

for iV£Z, and \p is absolutely continuous with respect to X. For PG-G fa(P)

= faA{i^P)+Z:.i faPnAnnA^+1)+faPnf):,iAn)=0, since fa^\cp\.
Therefore \<p\ is purely finitely additive, and as <p+, </>_^|</>|, (b is purely

finitely additive.

We now explore the various peculiar properties that finitely additive

measures in 8*(i?) may exhibit.

3.2 Theorem. There exist nonzero measures <b in 8t,(i?) such that

f"„x(t)d<p(t) =0 for every xG8«, which vanishes outside of some bounded set.

Such measures are necessarily purely finitely additive. The relations <p+ = 0,

</>- = 0, and (b+^O^ö- are all possible.

Let 93 be the set of all x&K(R) such that for some a >0 (dependent on x),

\\xil~X[-o,a])||oo = 0. It is clear that 93 is a linear subspace of 8„- Let 93 be the

subspace of all x+a-1, for xG93 and aÇ^R. Let f(x+a-1) —a. By Kreïn's
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extension theorem (see 2.4), we know that/ admits a positive extension F

over all of 8M. F is bounded because positive. The measure corresponding to

F by 2.3, which we write as <p, plainly has the property that <b(E) = F(xe)

-f(XE) = 0 for all bounded sets E.

We may replace 93 in the construction above by the subspace 93-«, of all

functionsxG8oosuch that for some tÇzR (dependent upon x), ||x(l — x<-«>,<])||»

= 0 or by the subspace 93+» of all XG8«, such that for some tÇ_R,

11^(1—X[i.+oo))|[oo = 0. Doing so, we obtain positive measures <p+x and <p-„

which vanish for all sets bounded above and below, respectively. Such meas-

ures are said to be confined to + co or to — oo, respectively. By taking ap-

propriate linear combinations of these measures, we can produce all measures

specified in the present theorem.

Finally, it is easy to see that any measure 4>&Z(R) which vanishes for

all bounded sets must be purely finitely additive. We note that <b+ and 0_

must both vanish for all bounded sets if <j> does so. Using An as (— co, — «)

W(«, +co) (« = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ). we apply 3.1 and see that 0 must be purely

finitely additive.

Fubini's theorem completely loses its validity for finitely additive

measures.

3.3 Theorem. Let a and ß be any two real numbers. There exists yG8M(P)

and positive measures fa and <£2G8* such that

/+oo r    n +00 -i

I     y(t + u)dtpi(t)   d<p2(u) = a

and

3.3.2 J I    y(¡+ u)d<t>2(u)   d<j>i(t) = ß.

From 3.2, it is plain that there are positive measures fa, </>2G8t such that

fa(R)=fa(R) = l, fa((a, +co)) = l, and <£2((-°o, a)) = l for all aER. Let
y(t) be defined as /3x(-<».o)+aX[o,+oc). For all u^R, we have y(t-\-u)=a for

iè —u. Hence JtZy(t-\-u)d<f>i(t) =a for all u(E.R- The equality 3.3.1 follows
immediately, and 3.3.2 is established by an identical argument.

3.4 Theorem. There exists a nonzero finitely additive measure f such that

/+00

c(t)dÇ(t) = 0
-00

for all bounded continuous functions c. Any measure satisfying 3.4.1 cannot

be positive, however, and in fact f+(P) =f_(i?). Furthermore, any measure f

satisfying 3.4.1 must be purely finitely additive.

We prove this result by using the Hahn-Banach theorem in its general
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form (see [l, pp. 27-28]). For an arbitrary but fixed a(ER, and xG8«,(i?),

write ess lim supíja x(t) for the number infe>0 ess sup„<i<a+( x(t), and write

ess lim iní¡íax(t) for supe>o ess infa<«„+ex(i). The numbers ess lim supíj(Ix(/)

and ess lim inf¡ja x(t) are defined dually. Let p(x)=ess lim sup¡j0 x(t)

— ess lim infíja x(t), for all xG8»o(7^). It is easy to verify that p(x+y) ^p(x)

+p(y) for all x, yG8w(-R) and that p(ax) =ap(x) for «SïO. Consider now the

subspace (S(i?) of 8„(P) consisting of all bounded continuous functions. It is

clear that p(c)=0 for all c(El(¡Í; thus the linear functional Z(c)=0 has the

property that Z(c) ûp(c) for cG6- By the Hahn-Banach theorem, Z admits

a linear extension Z over 8« such that —p(—x)£Z(x)£*p(x) for all xGS«,-

Since \p(x)\ á2-||x||„ for all xG8„, it follows that Z&l(R), and that

Z(x) =p(x) whenever p(x) = —p(—x). For example p(xia,+«,)) = I, P( —X[",+=o))

= -1, so that Z(x[a,+»)) = L If c(t)E<i(R), then it is obvious that p(c)=0.

Therefore Z(c) =0. If we write f for the finitely additive measure associated

with Z by 2.3, we obviously have f((a, b))=Ç((a, +oo)) = l for all b>a,

i((b, a)) = ((-<», a))= -1 for all b<a, and f((&, c))=0 for b<a<c.

It is obvious that Ç(R) =/"„ldf(/) =0 for any f satisfying 3.4.1, and

hence f+(P) =f_(i?). The fact that anyf satisfying 3.4.1 is of necessity purely

finitely additive may be established by a straightforward argument; we omit

the proof.

We obtain even more bizarre measures by selecting different p(x). For

example:

3.5 Theorem. Let aGi?. There exists a finitely additive measure <p such that

/+00

x(t)d<p(t) = 0
-oo

for all xG8„ such that ess lim^a x(t) exists. Such a measure<j> cannot be positive

and must be purely finitely additive.

This is obtained by taking p(x)=ess lim sup(ja x(t)— ess lim infíjax(í).

The proof of 3.4 is then repeated verbatim.

For purposes of later application, we prove the existence of a measure in

2t,(R) having a certain unit property.

3.6 Theorem. Let a be any real number. There exists a measure eaG8»(i?)

such that

f +0O

3.6.1 x(t + u)dea(u) = x(t + a)
J _«,

for all xG8M(Pv).

We again use a transfinite device, which appears, indeed, to be an essential

adjunct of the present topic. Here we consider the nonlinear functional
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1        /• o+ t

3.6.2 d(x) = ess lim sup— I       x(u)du,

where the integral is the ordinary Lebesgue integral and x is a generic element

of 2„(R). It is easy to see that d(tx) =td(x) for all i^O and that p(x-\-y)

úp(x)-\-p(y). Furthermore,

J       /»a+t

3.6.3 —¿(—as) = ess lim inf— I        #(w)¿w.
<i0 t    J a

Finally, |¿(x)| ^||x||M. Let JÇ be the linear subspace of 8«,(P) consisting

of all x such that ¿(x) = —¿( —x). On %, ¿ is a bounded linear functional. By

the Hahn-Banach theorem, d admits an extension D over 2X(R) such that

— d( — x)-^D(x)Sd(x) for all xG8«,(Pv). Consider any function xG8„(i?),

and let v be any fixed real number. Then D(x(v+u)) =

J       r* a+t

3.6.4 ess lim ■— I        x(v-\-u)du
« i o       I   J a

if this limit exists. 3.6.4 may be re-written as

J      r* a+v+t

3.6.5 ess lim— I x(u)du;
«lo      / «/<,+»

a celebrated theorem of Lebesgue (see for example [17, p. 362]) asserts that

3.6.5 exists for almost all a-\-v and equals x(a-\-v). Thus, a being fixed, the

limit 3.6.4 exists for almost all v and equals x(a-\-v). Therefore, in the sense

of 8eo, D(x(v+u)) =x(a+v). If we write the measure associated with D as ea,

the relation 3.6.1 follows at once.

4. Representation theory for 8«. We now return to the case of a general

8oo(A", Vit, J<Q as treated in §2, finding that the finitely additive measures con-

sidered in 2.3 can be regarded as countably additive Borel measures defined

on a certain compact Hausdorff space. The countably additive and purely

finitely additive parts of each of the former measures are thereupon char-

acterized in terms of their countably additive counterparts.

4.1 Theorem. Let £o be any subfamily of Vit such that for every finite

family E\, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Em of sets in £o, the set Plf= x Ti.GN- Then there exists a

measure w in 8* such that:

4.1.1 co assumes only the values 0 and 1;

4.1.2 u(E) = lfor allE<G£o.

Let P be the collection of all subfamilies iA of Vit such that:

4.1.3 c^n>i = 0;

4.1.4 £oC^;
4.1.5 A, BE.<ui imply that AC~\BÇL*A;
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4.1.6 ¿G<^and CGVit and CDA imply CÇl*A.
There is obviously some family in P: namely, the family of all A(EVit such

that A DE for some 7¿G£o- It is obvious that if 0 is a subcollection of P

completely ordered by set-inclusion, then U^g QiAG P. Hence, by Zorn's

Lemma, P contains a maximal element zA0. We note that if Bi and B2 are

elements of Vit such that 73iP\52GN, then at most one of Bi and B2 is in iAo-

This follows at once from 4.1.5 and 4.1.3. Next, let B be any set in Vit. If B

G^o, a simple argument based on the maximality of oA0 shows that BC\Ao

G^í for some AoCzAo- One sees similarly that AGN implies A'G^o- Hence

B'VJAÓ Çz?Ao; this implies that 5T\,4oG<^o and hence that B'E^o- There-
fore, exactly one of the sets B and B' is in iA0. Now, we write

4.1.7 a,(B) =  {*
if B G c/tfo,

l0 if B G î/f o,

and obtain in this fashion a measure satisfying 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

4.2. Theorem. Let Í2 be the space of all measures in 8* which assume only

the values Q and 1. For E(E.Vit, let AE consist of all wG.^ such that w(E) = I. Let A«

¿>e assigned as a neighborhood of every co GA^. Under this definition of neighbor-

hoods, £2 is a compact Hausdorff space.

The usual neighborhood axioms are obviously satisfied; we note that

AEir\AE2=AE1r\E2- If coi5¿W2, then there exists an E^Vit such that coi(Ti) = 1

and u2(E) =0. It is plain that o^GA^, co2GA^, and that A^HA^ = 0. Hence

Í2 is a Hausdorff space. Compactness is easily established. Let {Ae}eç<^ be

any covering of ß by sets AE. We note the equality AE- = (AE)'. Thus {A^}

is a family of closed subsets of ß with total intersection void. If {AE} admits

no finite subcovering, then {AE'\ admits no finite subfamily with total

intersection void. That is, for every Ei, • ■ ■ , EnCzA, there exists a measure

coGßsuch that co(£/) = l (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m). Hence V%mlE¡ GN, and it follows

that there exists some at£!î such that uo(E') = \ for all EC'sA (see 4.1).

This evident contradiction proves the present theorem.

4.3 Theorem. Let xG8M. Then, writing

4.3.1 x(w) =   J  x(t)dw(t),

we represent x as a real-valued function on Q. Every such function x is continuous

on Í2; and conversely, every continuous real function on fl is obtainable as a func-

tion xfor some xG8»o. The correspondence x—>x has the properties that

4.3.2 (aas + ßy) = ax + ßy,

4.3.3 xy = £y,
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4.3.4 11*11« =  SUP   I xiw) [•

Hence 8M can be identified with the algebra S(Í2, R) of all real-valued continuous

functions on £2.

We first show that x, defined by 4.3.1, is continuous on Í2. Let coo be a

fixed element of Í2. In the topology induced by the norm, the map

x—*fTx(t)duo(t) is obviously continuous. Let a = ess inf¡gr x(/), ß

= ess sup,er x(t), and let A{ be defined as E[t; tGT, 2-"(iß + (2n-t)a)

¿x(t) <2-n((i+l)ß + (2n-i-l)a)] for t = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 2"-2, and let A2'-i

beE[t;teT,ß-2">(ß-a) £x(t) a/3]. Let sn(t) = ZT-'o1 2-»(iß + (2»-i)a)XAi.
Plainly ||x — ¿„HocáOS — a)2_n, and since ||co0|| =1, considered as a linear func-

tional, it follows that

Í x(t)doo0(t) -   j sn(t)dco0(t)
\ J T J T

g (ß - a)2-».

However, co0(^4,) = 1 for exactly one value of i. For every positive integer n,

let Bn be the set A i such that co0(^4¿) = 1, and let C„ be the number 2~n(iß

+ (2n-i)a). It is clear that 5050 • • ■ D5„D • ■ • , that C„ —> some

limit C, and that C = fTx(t)d<i>o(t). Now, if u is any element of fí which is

in AB„, we have co(5„)=l, and fTSn(t)dcû(t) = C„, and hence | as(co) — *(coo)|

á (ß — a)2~n. This shows that x is continuous.

Property 4.3.2 is obvious. To prove 4.3.3, we must prove

4.3.5 I   x(t)y(t)doi(t) =   I   x(t)da(t)   i y(t)dœ(t).

For any sets E, FGVit, we have

f XE(t)xp(t)doo(t) =   fXEr\F(t)dcc(t) = co(£HP) = co(£)-«(P)

=  fxE(t)Mt)-  f XF(t)dw(t).

For any function

n

4.3.6 x=Z ctiXEi (ai GR, Et G 5*0»
¿..i

we have

f x2(t)dco(t) =   ¿   «<«,«(£,)«(£,■) = (f *(/)¿u>(/) )
vr i.í-i \«/r /

Since functions of the form 4.3.6 are dense in 8«, we verify 4.3.5 by con-
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tinuity for the case x=y. Therefore, for arbitrary x and y,

j [x(t) + y(t)]2du>(t)

also

4.3.8 f [x(t) + y(t)]*dw(t)
J y.

Comparing 4.3.7 and 4.3.8, we have 4.3.5.

We now prove 4.3.4. Let x be any nonzero element of 8M. Write a

= ess inf¡^T x(t), ß = ess sup(g t x(t), and define a as ß if | ß | ^ | a \ and as a

if |/31 < |a]. Then for every e>0, the set De = E[t, tGT, \x(t)—a\ <e] is not

in 7\[. By 4.1, there exists a measure coGŒ such that u(De) = 1, and for such

an co, it is clear that |_/Yx(/)¿co(í) — a\ <e. 4.3.4 follows at once, since \\x\\K

= max(|a|, \ß\).

To show that every/GS(Œ, R) is represen table as some x, we use the

Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem [7]. For coi?¿co2, consider any set

EGVit such that co!(E)=0, co2(7i) = l. Then, setting x(t)=XE(t), we have

as(coi)=0, x(co2) = l. The collection of functions ion Í2 is therefore a dense

subring of Ë(S2, R), and being uniformly closed, in view of 4.3.4, it coincides

with ß(ß, R). This observation completes the present proof.

4.4 Theorem. Let F be any functional in 8£ such that F(xy) = F(x)F(y)

for all x, yG8M. Then the measure corresponding to F under 2.3 is a measure

co in fi.

Any multiplicative linear functional on 6(£2, R) has the form /—>/(co0)

for some cooGŒ, by a well known theorem. Since 8«, is identifiable with

ß(S2, R), as 4.3 shows, we infer that P(x) has the formx—>fTx(t)diú0(t) for the

same co0. (This fact is also apparent from examining F(xe) for EGVit.)

4.5 Having established the representation theorem 4.3, we now apply a

theorem of Kakutani [lO] to characterize all bounded linear functionals/on

S(fi, i?)=8«:. The theorem in question states that for every such /, there

exists a countably additive, finite-valued, regular, Bore! measure <¡> on £2 such

that

!  x(t)dw(t)     + 2  Í x(t)y(t)dœ(t)

+ [^ Jy(/)¿«(/)] ;

= M   [x(t) + y(t) ]M0j

I  x(t)dw(t)    + 2 I  x(t)du(l)  I  y(t)du(t)

+ rjy(0¿co(/)l .
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4.5.1 f(x) =   f x(w)dfau).

The set of all such measures is denoted by S*( Í2). The converse assertion, that

every such <p~ produces a bounded linear functional on S(Í2, R), is obvious.

Thus the space 8t has two distinct representations: first, as the space of all

finitely additive measures on Vit; second, as the space of all countably addi-

tive, regular, Borel measures on £2. Therefore we are in possession of a one-

to-one mapping carrying all of our finitely additive ?Ji-measures on T into

all countably additive regular Borel measures on S2. We denote the image of

7G8£ by y. It is obvious that something must happen to change mere finite

additivity on T into countable additivity on Í2. We proceed to study this

phenomenon. First, we note a simple consequence of the representation 4.5.1.

4.6 Theorem. Every measure y in 8^ is the weak limit of linear combina-

tions of 0-1 measures, in the sense that for every e>0 and xi, • ■ ■ , xmG2x,

there exists a measure 8 = Z*= i aíw> suc^ that

4.6.1 Ç Xj(t)dy(t) -   f
\ J T J T

xj(t)dô(t) < £, j = L 2,

This is proved by transferring the corresponding theorem for (S*(Q),

proved by Kakutani [lO], back to the space 8„.

4.7 Let A be any set in Vit. Let us denote by A the set AA contained in Í2.

Plainly A is an open-and-closed set, and it is easy to show that the cor-

respondence A—>A maps Vit in a one-to-one fashion into the family Vit of all

open-and-closed subsets of Í2, with preservation of finite unions, intersections,

and complements. Furthermore, it is obvious that Xa=Xa- From these facts

we infer, for an arbitrary 7G8ÜI, the equalities

y(A) =   f XA(t)dy(t) =   f x^(co)¿7(co) =   |xï(«)af(w) = 7(4).
J T «7 n J n

Hence the measures 7 and 7 are duplicates of each other on the families of

sets Vit and Vit respectively. The difference in behavior arises, naturally, from

the facts that the correspondence between Vit and Vit need not preserve count-

ably infinite set operations, and that 7 is defined on a family of sets which may

properly contain Vit.

4.8 Theorem. The measure cô on £2 is the measure such that w(T) = 1 or 0

as coGT or wG^,for all Borel sets T. Conversely, any Borel measure /x on Í2

assuming the values 0 and 1 and no other values is some cô.

For T an open-and-closed set in Í2, that is, Y = A for some AGJit, it is

obvious that ¿>(A) =w(A) and w(^4) = l or 0 as coGA^ or coGA¿*. Suppose

that r is any closed set in Í2, and that coGT- Since cô is regular, there exists
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an open set P such that TCP and cö(P) — w(T) is arbitrarily small. It is clear

that P may be taken as open-and-closed, and therefore ¿>(r) = 1. If V is open

and coGr, then there exists an open-and-closed set 2 such that coG2Cr and

cö(2) is arbitrarily close to w(r). This implies that ¿>(r) = l. Now suppose

that r is an arbitrary Borel set. If coGr, then, using again the regularity of ¿,

we have w(r) =sup w(P) taken over all closed PCT. This number is clearly 1.

If wer', then co(r') = l and ¿(r)=0.
To prove the converse, we note that a measure p of the type described

must be regular. Hence ¡j.=y for some 7G8* ; y therefore assumes only the

values 0 and 1 and is thus a measure co. This brings us back to the first asser-

tion of the theorem.

4.9 Definition. A set AGVitr\?i' is said to be atomic if BGJit, BCA,

and BT\A GH imply BGK

4.10 Theorem. A point «e£2 is isolated if and only if the family
E[M; MGVit, co(Af) = 1 ] contains an atomic element. Any such co is countably

additive.

This theorem is easy to prove from 4.9 and 4.2; accordingly, we omit the

proof. A curious result concerning Gj's in £2 is the following.

4.11 Theorem. Let V be a non-open closed G¡ in £2. Then there exists a

sequence .40/10 • ■ • Z)AnZ) • • ■ of sets in Vît where Anr\A^+iGH.

(« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) such that T consists of all ooG& with co(^4B) = l for all n.

The interior of F consists of all co such that co(n™=1.4„) = 1. The boundary of T

contains at least 22^o elements. Conversely, for any sequence {An}n°=1 of sets as

described above, the set of all (¿G £2 such that a(An) = 1 for all n is a non-open

closed G s in £2.

Since £2 is a normal space, there exists a continuous function x such

that x(co)=0 for all coGr and x(u)>0 for all coGT' (this is easily proved

for any closed G¡ in any normal space). Let A„=E[t; tGT, x(t) ¿n"1]

(« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ). On account of the properties of the co-integral set forth in

4.3, we see that co(.4„) = 1 if coGr (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) and co(^4n)=0 for some

positive integer w if coGT'. Thus T is characterized as the set of all measures

in £2 such that co(.4„) = 1 for all n. If all but a finite number of the An are

equal, up to sets in J\(, then T is plainly the open-and-closed subset of £2 con-

sisting of all co such that u(Cln=lAn) = 1. Therefore, we incur no curtailment

of generality by supposing that Bn=A„i\An+iGH (n = l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ). Next,

writing Ao for f\".iAn, we clearly have A^Cr'-1, since A^,, is an open-and-

closed set contained in T. The other elements of T are the measures co such

that u(A0)=0 and w(An) = l (re = l, 2, 3, • • • ). An argument based on the

Cech-Stone ß [8] for the integers shows that there are at least 22"o distinct

measures co such that co(^.0) =0 and co(U^=1ß„t) = 1 for some sequence «i <«2

<«3< • • • <«*< ■ • • of positive integers. Let co be any of these measures and
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let C be a set in Vit such that co(C) = l. Then for some positive integer w0,

Cr\A'naGH. For, if Cr.il.'£7*1 for all n, then \}^l(Cr\A¿) = CC\\)^lA¿
= Cr\(für.i¿»)' = CC\A¿ GH, and co(C) =co(Cn^0') = 1 would be impossible.

There is by 4.1 a measure 5 such that b(CP\A'n¡) = 1. It is plain that ôGAc,

that S(A'nj = i, and that 5Gr. Hence coGr'-1- This proves the first part

of the present theorem. The converse is now obvious.

4.12 Corollary. The interior of a closed G¡ is closed.

4.13 Corollary. A point co of £2 is a G¡ if and only if it is isolated.

Using 4.11, we obtain a characterization of countably additive measures

in 8£ as follows. (Of course, there may be no such measures 5^0.)

4.14 Theorem. A measure <f> in 8« is countably additive if and only if its

counterpart <p~ in S*(£2) vanishes for every nowhere-dense closed Gs in £2.

Suppose that <p is countably additive. Then, if AiZ)A2Z) • • ■ Z)^4bZ) • • •

and C\"=lAnGN., we have lim«^ 4>(An) =0. For T any nowhere-dense G¡ in £2,

there exist Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ as above such that r=riB_iA^n, as shown in 4.11.

Clearly #(r)=limn„M <¡>(AAn) =lim„^00 <p(An)=0. The converse is proved in

the same way.

A description of purely finitely additive measures analogous to 4.14 can

be obtained in a certain special case.

4.15 Theorem. Suppose that 8* contains a countably additive measure X

such that X(A) = 0 if and only if AGN.- Then, if <p G8* and <j> is purely finitely
additive, there exists a nowhere-dense closed Gs, II, in £2 such that <j>(B)=0 for

every Borel set B Cu'.

To obtain this result, we use 1.22. Considering \fa\ and |X[ instead of <j>

and X, we may suppose $3:0, \^0. Let <b be purely finitely additive. Let

{.B.}"_i be as described in 1.22. Then X(D"_!£„) =lim„^ \(Bn)=0,

and hence C=nn"_!5BG^. This shows that <p(Bnr\C')=<¡>(Bn)=<¡>(T)

(« = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ ) and hence (¡>(ABn) =$(£2) (» = 1, 2, 3, ■ • •)■ Since c5 is count-

ably additive, c?(n™,1ABn) =$(£2). Since CGH, n™=1A^n is a nowhere-dense

closed G¡ (see 4.11) which can be used as II in the present theorem.

4.16 Theorem. For a general Vit, H, and T, any measure <p such that $ is

confined to a closed nowhere dense Gs is purely finitely additive.

We omit the proof of this result.

The question arises as to extending 4.15 to the case where Vit does not

admit a countably additive measure vanishing exactly on N- It may be con-

jectured, for example, that if 8t contains no countably additive measures at

all, then every counterpart measure $ is confined to a closed nowhere dense

Gs in £2. We have not succeeded in deciding this.
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